


CUSTOMER NAME 

WC Products Inc 

) m y  R Daniels Agent for AFLAC 

[he Schmidt Group 

Mitchell Road Presbyterian Church 

Key’s Printing Company 

BTC co. 

BellSouth Problems 
CONFIDENTIAL 

CITY 

harleston 

henville 

3eenwlle 

Greenville 

Greenville 

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 

nity - Not installed yet - No LNP involved, using 
rand new ITC DeltaCom #’s 
itiginal FOC loop date was 1/8/99. Order was sent to 
,ell on 12/16/98. We received this FOC on 12/28/98. 
,ell went to customer site on 1/7/99, but Bell tech 
Duld not verify address. All info we had sent was 
orrect & Bell dispatched tech again on 111 1/99. On 
/12/99 we were informed that this was in pending 
silities. On 1/14/99 we were informed that Bell had 
> install repeater. Bell gave estimated completion date 
f 48-72 hours. On 1/22/99 Bell informed us that the 
rder had defective pairs that had to he replaced and 
Iso that they had to install a mid span repeater. Bell 
,ad escalated to 4* level &gave ECD of 1/29/99. On 
/27/99 we were informed that there was a delay in 
hipment of materials needed to complete order. Gave 
IS new ECD of 2/3/99. On 2/3/99, we were informed 
hat new ECD was 2/11/99 due to the fact that Bell had 
o order new equipment & it was not scheduled to be 
,hipped until 2/8/99. On 2/4/99 ITC DeltaCom 
:%alated at Bell for a 2/9/99 due date. On 2/8/99, we 
were informed that new ECD was 2/17/99 due to 
:xtensive construction &that the date could not be 
)ettered. Also said equipment had not been received 
ret. On 2/10/99 ITC DeltaCom spoke to a Director at 
3ell who said they were waiting on the equipment to 
urive and he would escalate once received. He thinks 
hat he may be able to get us a little better date than 
1/11/99. (See order tracking notes for contact names.) 
JNE - Install 1/8/99 - 2 lines 
Sad problems calling inbound from within the same 
wire center - found that Bell had not run “D” order - 
ipprox 3-4 brs to correct 
Unity - Install 1/19/99 
4Aer LNP was done, Chad (Installs) called Kay GougI 
it Bell and found out that there were no “ D  orders in 
their system & we would have to wait until LCSC 
:me in to get it worked. Called Max Bmce at home, 
but he didn’t how: 2 of the 3 ‘73” orders mystexiousl) 
ran that night & Max had ,the last one worked the next 
morning by Eddie Echos in LCSC. Disconnect 
recording were wrong, but were corrected the next day 
We had submitted them correctly to Bell. 
LINE - Install to be 2/16/99 - 14 lines 
Bell did not meet our requested date of 2/8/99. Order 
sent to Bell on 1/14/99 
Unity & 1 UNE - Install 1/7\99 
Originally scheduled to cut in NOV, but was delayed fo 
order being lost at BST Vendor Services in Atlanta, 
clarified street name change *om Congaree Rd Ext to 
Keys Drive (we were told that we had 1 year time 
frame where both names would be correct). Bell 
finally gave us an FOC 2 days before Thanksgiving to 
cut this on Wed before Thanksgiving. We called this 
off for fear of problems and because this is a 24h/7d 
business. Delayed even longer because then it had to 
be changed to LNP. “ D  order did not mn until next 
day causing the customer not to be able to receive calli 
from within the same wire center until it completed. 
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BellSouth Problems 

Hewitt Coleman & Associates 

All American T-shirt 

R & S Lnc dba Bedworks 

Kramer & Associates 

CLC-South Carolina hd New Horizons 

Better Business Bureau 

CONem USA 

ireenville 

ire en v i 11 e 

3reenville 

Greenville 

Greenville 

Greenville 

Greenville 

Greenville 

k i t y  & 14 UNE's - Install 2/4/99 
Disconnect recordings on 5 #'s were wrong. Clarence 
3t Bell said they were submitted with the " B  
recording. Checked with Provisioning the next 
morning & they were submitted correctly with the "A" 
recording. Bell corrected this 2 days later. 
UNE - Install 2/3/99 - 4 lines (3 conversions & 1 new) 
On 1/25/99 customer was completely without service. 
Mickey Dickerson or John Carroll contacted our Bell 
rep & she lwked into it. We were given no reason, but 
customer was back in service by late that afternoon. 
On 2/2/99 Bell informed Installs that the new line was 
not wired and would not be done until 2/4/99. We said 
okay, but to go ahead with the other 3 at the scheduled 
time. Cut began at 4pm on 2/3/99. After Bell cross- 
connected the 3 lines, our field tech discovered that 2 
of the lines were crossed and the main line was dead. 
Cheryl (Installs) called Lori at Bell UNE center to 
inform her. 2 hrs past, Lori was hying to contact a CO 
tech to fmd problem. At that time she stated she was 
having problem contacting a CO tech. CO tech fmlly 
arrived and attempted to correct problem, but couldn't 
Lori said these lines would have to be rewired. At 
8pm, field tech & customer were notified that Bell was 
putting the lines back to original setvice. Bell worked 
on getting these lines back during the night & by 
morning the service was restored. Still to be 
rescheduled. 
UNE - Installed not complete yet - 3 lines 
Date asked for was 1/25/99. Bell pushed out 10 days 
to 2/8/99 because they were backed up. After close of 
business on 2/5/99 Installs was informed by Bell that 
this was not wired. Had to contact customer at home oi 
Saturday to let himknow. Still no date scheduled. 
UNE - Install canceled - 9 lines 
Ori~nallv reauested 1/28/99. Bell clarified order - . .  
because a letter 0 was put in for the pond at Bell 
instead of the number 0. Next available date was 
2/11/99, but when I called customer to verify, she told 
me they were moving in 3 weeks. Advised her that we 
should cancel this order, let Bell move her, and then 
start over once she moved because we could not move 
her that quickly. She was okay with this & understood 
why. 
Unity & 6 UNE's - Install scheduled for 2/15/99 
Onginal date requested was 2/8/99. Found out approx 
3 4  hrs bcforc cut that Bell did not have UNE's wired. 
With this not done, we could not run LNP because all 
R'S under BTN are split between T-l & copper lines. 

U N E  - Install 1/28/99 - 3 lines 
Cut was to begin a( 12pm. but did not begin until Ipm 
because Bell CO tech went io lunch. Once started, cut 
went fine. 
UNE - Not installed yet- I 3  lines 
Install was to happen on 2/10/99, but Bell conracted us 
on 2/9/99 to In us h o w  that thcy are not rcady yet. 
Still uying to get a date. 
UNE - Install 2/5/99 - 4 lines 
Found out on 2/1/99 that Bell did not meet original 
date of 2/4/99 . . -. .. . . . 



BellSouth Problems 

)over Elevator 

Id Patterson 

1 & M Pipeline 

Stan Executive 

Cross Country Printing 

BSA Sales 

NVR Mortgage 

Tiger Transport 

jreenville 

Sreenville 

3reenvillc 

Greenville 

Greenville 

Greenville 

Greenville 

Greenville 

JNE - Not installed yet - 5 lines 
:ound out on 2/ 1/99 that Bell did not meet original 
late of 2/4/99. Gave us 2/5/99. Bell then mformed us 
,n 2/5/99 3 hours before cut that they had not 
:omplcted wiring & had just goncn additional 
natenals needed that morning. We then moved cut to 
W99. Customer was notified, but then we had to put 
n missed appointments because customer went home 
sick & we missed the 2/9/99 date. 
UNE-lnslall 1/13/99-4 lines 
:ut stalled an hour late duc to thc fact that Bell had no 
me in CO to cut lines over. 
UNE - Install 211 1/99 - 5 lines 
Zustomcr’s service was taken down on 24/99, Called 
lohn Carroll in Installs because I f i g d  Bell had 
discollnected him early. Customn called Bell Business 
Office to repon it & was told that they would charge to 
come out ifproblem was inside business. Customn 
did not agree and told them not to come out. 1 spoke to 
customer again & urged him to go ahead & let Bell 
come out, that we would deal with any issues with 
charges later. In the meantime, John Carroll called our 
acct team manager, Brenda, at Bell. She called him 
back wthm an hour and told him that there was a 
catastrophic cable failure on that side of town & ETR 
was by midday the next day. I informed customer of 
this. Customer called me back 2 hours later & said 
service was restored. I notified John Carroll of this. 
UNE - Install 2/19/99 - 7 lines 
Bell informed Brad in Provisioning on 2/8/99 that this 
is pending facilities. 
UNE - Install 2/23/99 - 9 lines 
This was originally scheduled for 10/21/98, but was 
held off because of hubbing arrangement. Then Bell 
put it into pending facilities on 11/13/99 giving us a 
new date of 11/19/98. On 11/16/98 Bell took it out of 
PF giving us a new date of 11/24/98. On 11/23/98 Bell 
notified us at Spm that it would not go the next 
morning due to “incomplete facilities”. We then had tc 
wait for LNP because ow calendar was so full. Next 
requested date was 2/23/99. 
Bell informed Brad in Provisioning on 2/8/99 that this 
is pending facilities. 
UNE - To be rescheduled - 7 lines 
Bell informed Brad in Provisioning on 2/8/99 that this 
is oending facilities. Scheduled for 2/15/99, but Bell 
informedus on 2/12/99 that PP was not complete. 
UNE - Install 2/17/99 - 5 lines 
Bell informed Brad in Provisioning on 2/8/99 that this 
is pmding facilities. 
UNE - Install 2/18/99 - 6 lines 
Original date asked for was 11/12/98. Bell pushed out 
to 11/19/98 for pending facilities on 11/12/98. Cut did 
not go on 11/19/98 because ofproblems with wiring 
through a slick. Bell said that they would have 
problem solved by 11/24/98 & that we could complete 
it then. On 11/24/98, approx. 3 hours before cut, Bell 
canceled again saying that they had wmng cards in to 
convert from 2 wire to 4 wire. Chad (Installs) was tolc 
on 11/20/98 by Willie at Bell that this problem was 
corrected. This order then had to wait for LNF‘. On 
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BellSouth Problems 

JCA dba National Men's Health Clinic 

RMH dba Rice Music House 

Todd & Ward 

Dozier Big & Tall loc. 1 

Dozier Big & Tall Loc 1 

harleston 

ireenville, SC 
;old from Columbia) 

:olumbia. SC 

:olumbia, SC 

:olumbia, SC 

Zolumbia, SC 

Columbia, SC 

Columbia, SC 

Columbia, SC 

DELTACOM 

:/9/99 Krista (Provisioning) informed me that Bell had 
lot received the Yellow Page Heading. She refaxed it 
k we are waiting to see if Bell will FOC 2/18/99. 
W. - Not installed vet - 4 lines ~~~~, ~~ 

3ell notified Provisioning on 2/10/99 that they would 
Lot meet date of 2/11/99 . They have given us 
!/16/99. 
JNE cut including 4 lines. Originally asked for dd 
1/27 at 430pm est. Bell couldn't meet this date and 
;ave us new dd of 2/11 at 430pm est. Customer could 
lot meet this date and we are trying to reschedule now. 

IJNE cut including 5 lines. We bad requested dd 2/1 at 
6:oopm est. Bell sent back to us 3 times for yellow 
page header cnmctions. Still not corrected. 
UNE cut including 7 lines. We asked for 2 8  5:OOpm 
est. Bell sent back for yellow page header corrections. 
New date is 2/24 at 5:OOpm est. 

UNE cut including 2 lines. We asked for 2 9  8:30am 
est. Bell wouldn't accept order because customer had 
1 back up l i e  be wanted to keep as RB. Back up lines 
are not considered a class of service. Customer had to 
convert to a IFB. New date 2/23 83Oam est. 

UNE cut including 4 lines. We asked for 2/10 7:30am 
est. Bell sent back to us for yellow page header 
corrections. Still not corrected yet. 

UNE cut including 6 lines. We had asked for 214 at 
1200 noon est. We bad a bell problem with the cut 
because at 1200 the bell tech had to go to lunch so we 
were delayed for 45 min. Once he returned, the cut 
went smoothly and without any problem. Took 2 hours 

UNE cut including 3 lines. We asked for 2/8 @ 8:30 
est. For the first two hours Bell CO tech said that they 
had the lines cut over tn ITCD, but we showed no 
traffic and still ID the lines with bell. Finally, the CO 
tech realized that the lines had not yet been "hard 
wired" in their CO and was the reason why the loops 
were not cut over yet. The completion was 3 hours for 
3 UNE lines, which also included testing of the lines. 
UNE The cut of 3 lines now on UI2 the customer has 
called in very upset. They have no dial tone on main 
number. They can not receive calls. We call the 
number and reached the voice mail immediatelv. The 
roll over line does the same thing. 

CONFIDENTIAL 



BellSouth Problems 
eco Equipment 

inchor Mortgage 

:ussell Petroleum Location #IO 

gorth Alabama Bone & Joint 

remesee Valley Rehab 

tlontgomery 

L4ontgomery 

blontgomery 

Florence, AL 

Florence, AL 

Florence, 4 L  

UNE - Install date of 1/19/99 3 lines 
Demark reflected different numbers than what was on 
the CSR therefore, the wrong action was transposed on 
the Number Portability Sheet. Rescheduled for 2/4/99. 
The changes were made on the Number Portability 
Sheet and a new order was sent to Bell. The night of 
the cut Bell was using old information so the cut had to 
be called off again. Rescheduled for 2/9/99, After the 
cut the hunt sequence quit working and so the customer 
decided to go back to Bell. 
LINE - Install date of 1/21/99 14 lines 
Rescheduled for 1/28/99 because Bell had not 
completed engineering. Rescheduled for 1/29/99 
because there was one bad line. Bell repaired the line 
during the night and we were able to cut it on 1/29/99. 
UNE - Install date of 2/9/99 
This cut was scheduled for 2/9/99, on 2/8/99 Bell 
notified Provisioning that these lines were not 
engineered and the cut would have to be postponed. At 
531  PM Bell notified Provisioning that they had got 
the lines engineered and the cut could take place as 
scheduled. The following morning at 900 AM Bell 
was notified to cancel the order per customer. At 1030 
AM the SC reported that all lines were down. Bell said 
that someone in that ofiice had started running 
translations on three lines. At 1130 AM Bell had the 
problem fixed. The customer decided to cancel this cut 
because the previous curs at other locations had taken 
entirely too long and he could not afTord for this 
location to be down that long. MI. Wood (customer) 
has confirmed that he is in the process of takiig legal 
action against Bell for loss of service on 2/9/99. 
Unity Plus - Install date of 1/7/99 
This cut was scheduled for 1/7/99 but was canceled 
because the vendor had software problems. When the 
SC called the customer to let them know what was 
h a p p i n g  she received a busy signal. She tried several 
other numbers and discovered that they were also busy. 
She called Provisioning to tell them to cancel the cut 
but that also she was receiving busy signals when 
hying to call the customer. Provisioning then called 
Bell to see if anything had beenrun and they were told 
no and instructed to have the customer call Bell with a 
report the trouble. We called Bell for the customer and 
Bell informed us that the lines had been disconnected 
and they could not open a ticket. Provisioning called 
Bell and found out that the disconnects had been run 
early. This all happened around 230 and 3:OO PM. At 
5:45 Bell fixed the problem. The cut actually occurred 
on 1/28/99. The only problem at this point was the 
intercept recording was wrong. Bell was notified and 
they had the correct intercept recording put on the next 
day. 
UNE - Install date of 1/27/99 6 lines 
Install went very well but the interceot recording was 
wrong. Our papenvork was correct, Bell added 6 e  I 
wrong intercept. 
LINE - Install date of 2/11/99 2 lines 
This cut was canceled and rescheduled for 2/17/99. 
Bell was having engineering problems. 
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BellSouth Problems 

akin  Industries 

ndependent Auto Dealers Association 

ingel Distributing 

2olgan Distributors Inc 

Dr. Rivers 

'elham 

Birmingham 

3irmingbam 

Baton Rouge 

Charleston 

n 

UNE - Install date of 1/28/99 12 lines 
Ihis cut was rescheduled for the 2"d but per Bell the 
lines were not engineered right. The night of the cut the 
Bell tech was sent home and Bell had to call in another 
tech to do the job. This caused our techs to be on site 
until 9:OO PM. The next day, 2/3/99, the customer lost 
dial tone. A ticket was opened on the T-I. It was 
determined that Bell did not have the T-l properly 
documented and did not show it as a production T-l so 
it was not recognized in their trouble system. Once this 
was discovered service was restored. The customer 
could then make outbound calls but could not hear a 
ring from inbound. A ticket was opened on the UNE 
lines. Problem was isolated to a Bell channel bank. 
This customer bas gone back to Bell as of 2/11/99. 
UNE - Install date of 1/26/99 5 lines 
The moming after the cut the custoiner called in to 
report that all lines were down except one. A trouble 
ticket was opened with Bell. The problem was in Bell's 
channel bank in their CO. On 2/4/99 the customer 
called in again stating that all lines were down except 
one. This problem was the same as the first time. Bell 
bad services restored within an hour. 
UNE - Install date of 1/6/99 7 lines 
This cut was originally scheduled for the 6*,but had to 
be postponed because Bell said the lines were not 
engineered right. This was rescheduled for 1/20/99. 
The cut went well but the next day around 900 AM 
they went down. This customer was down for 2 days. 
The problem was in the Bell RiverCharlestone CO. On 
1/29/99 this customer once again went down. This too, 
was a Bell CO problem. This customer has gone back 
to Bell as of 2/11/99, 
56K - FOC date of 11/23/98 
This order was sent to Bell on 11/19/98. On that same 
day Dana from Bell called to say that the order was in 
pending facilities status. On 11/23/98 an FOC was 
received and then on the same day a DLR was 
received. There was an error in the "specials" section 
of the order. This was corrected and sent back. On 
I1/30/98 the order was put back in pending facilities 
status. On 12/22/98 Adam Battles called to check on 
the order and Bell said that it had just dropped out of 
PF status on the I? and they were dispatching a tech 
out. 12/30/98 called Bell for status and no one had 
been dispatch yet. 1/4/99 called Bell for status and no 
one had been dispatch yet. 1/12/99 called Bell for 
status and per Bell this order has been put back into PF 
status. 1/20/99 called Bell for status. The order is out of 
PF status and tech will be dispatched. 2/2/99 called 
Bell because we were unable to loop up a NIU but was 
able to get a OCU. We were unable to get dispatch 
back out. 2/2/99 switch talked to Bell fLlovd Mi=) and 
was told that this order was going back to PF statu;. 
Cut was FOC for 1/28/99. This was a Cancelled 
account. 
On 12/28 the customer lost service - called bell and 
bell told customer he was a ITC"Deltacom customer 
not bell. We lost this customer because of this. 
Bell cut a day early with out notice. 
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BellSouth Problems 

I Patton General Contracting Greenville l------ Prime Rate 

l------ All Aboard Travel 

Climate Control Equipment 

Columbia 

Florence, SC 

Greenville 

Florence, SC 

Charleston 

Montgomery 

This is UNE with 18 lines. 
Cut was FOC for 1/5 at 7 m .  At 6pm on 1/4 
The UNE group was double checking the order 
And was informed by Bell there was a facilities 
Problem, and could not CUT. 
Unity - 1" attempt the Cut was FOC for 1/11/99 at 
5 3 0  pm. 
Bell informed us at 200 pm there was a facilities 
problem and could not cut, hied to escalate but 
Still a no go. 

This is a UNE with 19 lines. FOC for 1/19/99 at 7am, 
Bell informed us 
At 3pm when we called to check the order 
Tbat there were facilities problems, did not cut 
And still bas not cut as of yet. 
This is a Unity ZPd attempt. FOC for Uu99 at Spm. 
Bell called Dee at Ipm and informed us cut will 
Be canceled due to a contract issue, we have this 
recorded on voice mail. 
Then Bell told Prime Rate that they did not stop the 
cut, that we had. 
This is a UNE with 4 lines. FOC for 2/10/99 at 7am. 
At the time of cut bell informed us that they had a 
facilities issue and could not cut. 

UNE, Cut was moved from 2/12 to 2/23 at customer 
request. Received FOC for 2/23. Bell ran the cut on 
2/12. 

7 



SUMMARY OF REVIEW 

CONFIDENTIAL 
lWllN~aJ~N0~. 

UNIT ----- - - OSPE AFlG CLEC CO Lcsc I&M plcs 

ORDERS ----- IO 7 8 7 6 6 4 3 I 

There may be instances where more than one (1) Units impact caused a condition resulting in problems on 
an order. Results from review of forty one (41) orders out of forty seven (47) orders.. 
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1TC"DeltaCodBellSouth 

CUSTOMER NAME 

W c  Products Inc 

iLT98RTC1975N 

'X50HJ47 

)D 1-08-99 

IOMPLETE 2-17-99 

10 ACCESS ON ORIGINAL DD, THEN PF'D 
LFTER ACCESS AND TESTING BEGAN. 

:LEC 
)SPE 

Danny R Daniels Agent for AFLAC 
DLT98LNF9586 
CX3BlDF6 

DD 1 4 - 9 9  

COMPLETE 1-08-99 

UNE 
l&M 

UNE Conversions 
DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM CITY 

harleslon 

Greenville 

nit) - Not installed yet - No LNP involved. using 
rand new ITC DeltaCom # 's  
lriginal FOC loop date was 1/8/99. Order was sent to 
,ell on 32/16/98, We received this FOC on 12/28/98. 
,ell went to customer site on 1/7/99, hut Bell tech 
ould not verify address. All info we had sent was 
orrect & Bell dispatched tech again on 111 1/99. On 
/I2199 we were informed that this was in pending 
acilities. On 1/14/99 we were informed that Bell had 
1 install repeater. Bell gave estimated completion date 
,f 48-72 hours. On 1/22/99 Bell informed us that the 
Nrder had defective pairs that had to he replaced and 
Is0 that they had to install a mid span repeater. Bell 
lad escalated to 4' level & gave ECD of 1/29/99. On 
,R7/99 we were informed that there was a delay in 
hipment of materials needed to complete order. Gave 
is new ECD ofU3/99. On 2/3/99. we were informed 
hat new ECD was UI 1/99 due to the fact that Bell had 
o order new equipment 8; it was not scheduled to be 
;hipped until u8/99. On 2/4/99 ITC DeltaCom 
:xalated at Bell for a 2/9/99 due date. On 2/8/99, we 
NCR informed that new ECD was 2/17/99 due to 
Fxtensivc constmaion &that the date could not be 
bencred. Also said equipment had not been received 
yet. On 2/10/99 ITC DeltaCom spoke to a Director at 
Bell who said they were waiting on the equipment 10 
arrive and he would escalate once received. He thinks 
that he may be able to get us a little better date than 
2/17/99. (See order tracking notes for contact names.) 

RESPONSE 
Initial visit delaved due to buildine not occuoied 
therefore the Ifcould not locate a-LCON i d  did not 
reach the contact at them given on the order. Called 
the real estate office to locate new tenant No one has 
rented the building as far as they how.  Referred to 
Delta Com. To provide contact and access to location. 
After gained access the IR tested the T-l circuit on 1 - 
11-99 but failed. PF (facilities) and a consuuction job 
needed to be worked to place a mid span repeater. 
ECD 1-29 was changed to 2-1 1 with ESD (DD) 
changed to 2-17. 

UNE - Install 1/8/99 - 2 lines 
Had problems calling inbound from within the same 
wire center - found that Bell had not run " D  order - 
approx 3-4 hrs to comct 

RESPONSE 
Order mishandled bv the W C  and the UNE center. 
Did not dispatch onihe new line. Did not dispatch to 
pre install because order has RUF fid, but only on the 
I' line. Did not set up appoinlment for due date or 
meet PTD. Installer did not complete until around 
1 :3Opm on due date. Had to place inside wiring along 
with the installation of the new line. No information 
about what time D order worked. 1 feel it was held 
until the installation was completed. 



ITC^DeltaCom/BellSouth 
UNE Conversions 

Unity & 1 UNE- Install li7/99 
Originally scheduled to cut in Nov, but was delayed fc 
order being lost at BST Vendor Services in Atlanta, 
clarified street name change from Congaree Rd Ext to 
Keys Drive (we were told that we had I year time 
frame where both names would k c o m t ) .  Bell 
finally gave us an FOC 2 days before Thanksgiving to 
cut this on Wed before Thanksgiving. We called this 
off for fear of problems and because this is a 24Md 
business. Delayed even longer because then it had IO 

be changed to LNP. “D” order did not mn until next 
day causing the customer not to be able to rcceive call 
from within the same wire center until it completed. 

RESPONSE 
The applicationdate on the service order is 1-05-99 
with due date of 1-07-99. Not sure about conversations 
before the order was issued. No Id- t ime to set up 
appointments with WMC or to pretest 
The UNE stated the disconnect was worked 1-07-99 at 
6:30pm. 

he Schmidt Group 

lLT99LNP065 1,2,3 

IO BELL ID 

IO PON 

Aitchell Road Presbyterian Church 
lLT99LNF-0698 
:X6L8263 

)D 2-1 8-99 
ID CHANGED TO 3-1 1-99 

’F PROBLEMS ORDER RELEASED 2-23-99 
‘ROM AFIG. 

XEVIOUS PROBLEM WITH ISLC 
4SSIGNMENTS 

VOTE: CLEC SAID SENT TO BELL 1-14-99, 
rm Appi ISSUE DATE ON ORDER IS 2-02-99 

4FIG 
DSPE 
UNE 

Key’s Printing Company 

DLT98LNP0541 
CXSODCJI 

DD 1-07-99 

COMPLETE 1-07-99 

LCSC 
UNE 

ireenville 

jreenville 

Grcenville 

2 

Jnity - Install 1/19/99 
\!la LNP was done; Chad (Installs) called Kay Gough 
11 Bell and found out that there were no “ D  orders in 
heir system & we would have to wait until LCSC 
: m e  in to get it worked. Called Max BNCC at home, 
)ut he didn’t know. 2 of the 3 “ D  orders mysteriously 
‘an that night & Max had the last one worked the next 
noming by Eddie Echos in LCSC. Disconnect 
.ecording were wrong. bur were corrected the next day. 
We had submined them correctly to Bell. 

ESPONSE 
2ould not locate the PON 

-Install to be 2/16/99 - 14 lines 
Bell did not meet our requested date of 2/8/99. Order 
sent to Bell on 1/14/99 

RESPONSE 
Order in assignment not rec’d in UNE’s WFA until 2- 
16-99. Worked the cut on 2-1 8-99 at 3:00pm, but due 
to not being able to reuse 2 circuit facilities on ISLC, 
had to cut back. Not checked before and had IO cut 
back. PF the order for 2 aerial pairs in order to work 
all lines at cut time. New due date is 3-1 1-99 
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UNE Conversions 

lewin Coleman & Associates 
)LT99LNP0644,5,6.7.8;9,50 
:X8Q2N74,CX 1123D3,CXFOFNH6,CXSHQB98 
:X74KBK8,CX3MGWL3,CX4B44QI 

RIGINAL DD 1-21-99 
:OMPLETE 2-04-99 

IRDER CXSHQB98 COMPLETE 2-05-99 
DEFECTIVE SMAS) 

,csc 
JNE 

411 American T-shirt 

3LT99LNP068 I 

1X905Y49 

ORIGINAL DD 2-03-99 CHANGED TO 2-08, 
2-19.2-24 AND 3-09-99 

ORDER MISSED DUE TO PF AND OTHER 
ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS 

AFlG 
OSPE 
UNE 

R & S Inc dba Bedworks 
DLT99LNP0656 

CX51WN3 

DD 2-08-99 CHANGED TO 3-09-99 
PENDING DUE 3-09-99 

AFlG 
UNE 

reenville 

ireenville 

Greenville 

COM 

lnity 8; 14 UNE's - Install 2/4/99 
lisconnect recordings on 5 k"s were u'rong. Clarence 
I Bell said they were submitted with the " B  
:cording. Checked with Provisioning the next 
iorning & they were submitted correctly with the "A" 
:cording. Bell corrected this 2 days later. 

ESPONSE 
JNE WFA logs do not record any problems 
oncerning disconnect orders not running on time. One 
irder was held to the next day due to a SMAS trouble, 
he others were released to run on the evening of cut 
uound 8:OOprn. 

JNE - Install 2/3/99 - 4 lines (3 conversions & 1 new) 
I n  1/25/99 customer was completely without service. 
Mickey Dickenon or John Carroll contacted our Bell 
'ep & she lwked into it. We were given no reason, but 
:ustomer was back in service by late that afternoon. 
3 n  2/2/99 Bell informed Installs that the new line was 
not wired and would not be done until 2/4/99. We said 
Dkay, but to go ahead with the other 3 at the scheduled 
time. Cut began at 4pm on 2/3/99. After Bell cross- 
connected the 3 lines, our field tech discovered that 2 
of the lines were crossed and the main line was dead. 
Cheryl (Installs) called Lori at Bell UNE center to 
inform her. 2 h n  past, Lori was wing to contact a CO 
tech to find problem. At that time she stated she was 
having problem contacting a CO tech. CO tech finally 
arrived and attempted to correct problem, but couldn't. 
Lori said these lines would have to be rewired. At 
8pm field tech & customer were notified that Bell was 
putting the lines back to original service. Bell worked 
on getting these lines back during the night & by 
morning the service was restored. Still to be 
rescheduled. 

RESPONSE 
Unable to determine the out of service on 1-25-99. 
Possible due to the orders being date changed. 
Before cut the assignments to be reused were not 
checked. The reuse assignments arc not assigned to th 
correct telephone numbers. Not correct as 3-2-99. I 
ref d to Jim Ennis to have handled. Cut coming up 3- 
04-99, This was cut back previously due to improper 
checking before changing to the new smicc. Due to 
cut again on 3-04-99. 
UNE - Installed not complete yet - 3 lines 
Date asked for was 1/25/99. Bell pushed out IO days 
to 2/8/99 because they were backed up. After close of 
business on 2/5/99 Installs was informed by Bell that 
this was not wired. Had to contact customer at home (1 

Saturday to let him know. Still no date scheduled. 

RESPONSE 
Due date set for 3-09-99 and a subscriber later (SL) in 
the MA field on the service order. No remarks on 
service order to justify the changes. Although this is a 
reuse order from the old service, the design was late, 
The order was referred to OSPE to input loop make up 
input in AFIG database. The disconnected service 
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UNE Conversions 

Kramer g: Associates 

CANCELLED 

CLC-South Carolina Ind New Horizons 

DLT99LNW759 
CX9VQ3BO 

DUE DATE 2-08-99 
COMPLETE 2-15-99 

ASSIGNMENT PROBLEMS 

AFlC 

Conmls Service Company of SC 
DLT99LNP0674 
CX7BXLW9 

DD 1-28-99 

COMPLETE 1-28-59 

co 
BeIter Business Bureau 
DLT99LNFO695 
CxWR4VZ 

ORDER HAS APP DATE OF 2-18-99 
DUE DATE 3-04-99 
COMPLETE 3-04-99 

LCSC 

Conrem USA 
DLT99LNPO693.4 
CXIF0753.CX7M6D52 

DD2-04-99 CHG'D CLEC TO 
DD 2-05-99 
COMPLETE 2-05-99 
CLEC HAD TN PROBLEM, SO ISSUED LATE, 

ireenville 

jreenville 

Grccnville 

Greenville 

Greenville 

:as not designed therefore the loops did not need make 
p. Changed to design requires a make up although no 
hange in service. Delay for correct WORD until 2-5- 
9. Set up for cut on 2-18-59 at 8:OOam but stopped 
ue to the cable pairs assigned were new instead of 
euse. Due date changed to 3-09-99. I referred this to 
im Ennis for review and referral to the W E .  
JNE - Install canceled - 9 lines 
higinally requested 1/28/99. Bell clarified order 
iecause a lener 0 was put in for the pon# at Bell 
nstead of the number 0. Next available date was 
!/I 1/99, but when 1 called customer to veri@. she told 
ne they were moving in 3 weeks. Advised her that we 
;hould cancel this order, let Bell move her, and then 
tart over once she moved because we could not move 

ier that quickly. She was okay with this & understood 
why. 

RESPONSE 
No information, order cancelled. 
Unity & 6 UNE's - Install scheduled for 2/15/99 
Original date requested was U8/99. Found out approx. 
3 4  hrs before cut that Bell did not have UNE's wired. 
With this not done, we could not run LNP because all 
1's under BTN rue split between T-1 & copper lines. 

RESPONSE 
Original due date was 2-08-99. Changed to 2-15-99 
and shown as company misses to assignment. Not 
assigned until 2-10-99. UNE center called Max and 
Gretchen and get ok to change due date? Service cut 
over 2-15-99 at 5:30pm and complete at 9:08pm 
UNE - Innall In889 - 3 lines 
Cut was 10 begin at 12pm. but did not begin until Ipm 
because Bell CO tech went to lunch. Once w e d ,  cut 
went fine. 

RESPONSE 
Ticket input for the ceneal ofiice to work cut on 1-28- 
99 at I2 noon, but could not gel the tech on line until 
12:43pm. Ofice finished at 1:45pm. Circuits tested. 
Completed to customer. 
UNE-Not installed yet- 13 lines 
Install was to happen on 2/10/99, but Bell contacted us 
on 28199 to let us h o w  that they rue not ready yet. 
Still Wing to get a date. 

RESPONSE 
The order has application date of 2-18-93 with due dat 
Of 3-04-99, not changed. Unable to determine actions 
before the issuing of order. Redd at UNE center with 
a 3-04-99 due date. 
UNE - Install 2/5/99 - 4 lines 
Found out on 2/1/99 that Bell did not meet original 
date of U489. 

RESPONSE 
Testing in CO found one order with 3 lines had wrong 
TN's in the CLEC switch on 24-99. Refemd and 
resolved, but on the single line order, CLEC asked for 
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Customer's service was takm down on 34/99. Called 
lohn Carroll in Installs because I figured Bell had 
disconnested him early. Customer called Bell Busine! 
Office to report it & was told that they would charge t 
come out if problem was inside business. Customer 
did not agree and told them not to come out. I spoke t 
customer again & urged him to go ahead & Id Bell 
come out. that we would deal with any issues with 
charges later. In the meantime, John Carmll called our 
acct team manager, Brenda, at Bell. She called him 
back within an hour and told him that there was a 
catastrophic cable failure on that side of town & ETR 
was by midday the next day. I informed customer of 
this. Customer called me back 2 hours later & said 
service was restored. I notified John C m l l  of this. 

ESlGN LATE NOT LEAVING TIME TO 
ANDLE IN UNE CENTER. 

LEC 
FIG 
ISPE 

IoYer Elevator 

bLT99LNP0696 

:XFJ89T9 

)RIGMAL DD 2-05-99 ON ORDER 
XG'D TO 2-09-99 
:HG'D TO 2-22-99 

:OMPLETE 2-22-99 

'ICs 
3 0  

Not related to this order. This order and WFA log doe! 

3 Panenon 
3LT98LNW589 
2XCF3967 

DUE DATE 1-05-99 

XANGED TO 1-08-99 THEN TO 1-13-99 
COMPLETE 1-13-99 

OUTSIDE FORCES NOT PREPAFSD, NEED TI 
WORK LST's BEFORE A LIVE CUT. 

I&M 
E & M Pipeline 

DLT99LNP0735 

CXCJS171 

DD 2-11-99 

COMPLETE 2-1 1-99 

Sfarr Executive 
DLT99UNEOOSON 
cx5oxRwo 

UNE Conversions 

reenville 

ireenville 

jreenvillc 

Gremville 

iue date change. The log noted request from Mark to 
mge  the due date, no reason given. Cut on due date. 
ote: The order from LCSC has application date of I -  
1-99 and orig. due date of 2-04-99. This is very short 
terval (4 days total). This resulted in receiving the 
'ORD on 2-01-99. The second order rec'd 2-03-99 
le to facility, assignment problems. 
NE -Not installed yet - 5 lines 
nund out on 2/1/99 that Bell did not meet original 
ate of 2/4/99. Gave us 2/5/99. Bell then informed us 
n 2/5/99 3 hours before cut that they had not 
xnpleted wiring & had just gonen additional 
iaterials needed that morning. We then moved cut 10 
19/99, Customer was notified, but then we had to put 
1 missed appointments because customer went home 
ick & we missed the 2/9/99 date. 

ESPONSE 
Leceived the design 2-02-99, office not wired by 
YOT, also no PlCS per central office by WOT 
:ut put in jeopardy, UNE advised the CLEC. PlCS 
rrived on original due date; to late for cut so the date 
vas changed to 2-09-99. 
JNJ2 - Install 1/13/99 - 4 lines 
:ut w e d  an hour late due to the fact that Bell had no 
)ne in CO to cut lines over. 

ESPONSE 
In  the day before due date, CLEC advised did not 
want to cut 6am on 1-05-99. Log said will change to 
1-13-99. 

3n cut day the IR had to work LST's on 4 lines. No 
me in the CO to help do LST's. This type work need! 
LO be worked before cut day. Delay on cut due to not 
ready outside. 
UNE-INlall2/11/99-5 lines 

RESPONSE 
Service outape due to a laree cable cut on 2-04-99. 

. 
not show any indication of this knowledge. 
UNE - Install 2/19/99 - 7 lines 
Bell informed Brad in Provisioning on 2/8/99 that this 
is pending facilities. 
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:TOSS Countu Printing 

ID 2-19-99 
HANGED TO 2-24-99 DUE TO PF 
:OMPLETE 2-24-99 

Greenville 

)LT99LNP0806 

10 BELL ID 

3SA Sales 

>LT99LNPo810 
3XD8W8Y5 

>D 2-15-99 
:HANGED TO 3-08-99 

3RDER HAS CFA PROBLEMS ON THE PON 
FORM THE CLEC 

OSPE 
CLEC 

NVR Mongage 
DLT99LNP0729 
CX8VT848 

DD2-17-99. CHANGED TO 2-24-99 
CUT CANCELLED ON 2-24-99 PUT OFF TILL 
LATER 
OUTSIDE TECH NOT READY 
COMPLETE 3-04-99 

OSPE 
I&M 

Tiger Transport 

DLT99LNW805 

NO BELL ID 

ireenville 

henville 

3reenville 

6 

ESPONSE 
CSC had advised the CLEC of a PF condition. A 
ompan? miss is charged to the order. The due date 
‘as changed to the ESD as procedure dictates. 
NE ~ Install 2/23/99 - 9 lines 
his was originally scheduled for 10/21/98, but was 
eld off because of hubbing arrangement. Then Bell 
ut it into pending facilities on 11/13/99 giving us a 
ew date of 11/19/98. On 11/16/98 Bell took i t  out of 
F giving us a new date of 11/24/98, On 11/23/98 Bell 
otified us at 5pm that it u,ould not go the next 
iorning due to “incomplete facilities”. We then had to 
Jait for LNP because our calendar was so full. Next 
equested date was 2/23/99. 
)ell informed Brad in Pro\,isioning on 2/8/99 that this 
s pending facilities. 

ESPONSE 
:odd not locate the PON 
JNE - To be rescheduled - 7 lines 
3ell informed Brad in Provisioning on 2/8/99 that this 
spending facilities. Scheduled for 2/15/99, but Bell 
nformed us on 2/12/99 that PF was not complete. 

ZESPONSE 
?F problem corrected on 2-12-99. The PON is 
,ncorrect per Regina Aminaton, order writer. The 
:FA’S assignments are in use on 3 of the lines; 
5ercfore CPG has not designed any of these lines. 
rhis was referred to order writer by the UNE on 3-01- 
99 via voice mail. I ref d to Cindy Saunders on 3-02- 
99 at TN 800-773-4967 of the oroblem. Checked on 3. 
D4-99 no correction yet. It is r i rd  to the CLEC by 
Regina and she will follow up today 3-04-99. 
LME - Install 2/17/99 - 5 lines 
Bell informed Brad in Provisioning on 2/8/99 that this 
is pending facilities. 

RESPONSE 
The PF condition was cleared on 2-12-99. Required I1 
to work at Cut time. Did not dispatch till due date, 
after cut time. When IR arrived discovered did not 
have the plug in SLC cards to perform the LST’s on 
order. Required putting the cut off and rescheduling. 
LST could be done before time to cut the service over, 

UNE - lnstall 2/18/99 - 6 lines 
Original date asked for was Il/l2/98. Bell pushed out 
to 11/19/98 for pending facilities on 11/12/98. Cut did 
not go on 11/19/98 because of problems with wiring 
through a slick. Bell said that they would have 
problem solved by 11/24/98 & that we could complete 
it then. On I1124198, approx. 3 hours before CUI, Bell 
canceled again saying that they had wrong cards in to 
convm-l from 2 wire to 4 wire. Chad (Installs) was told 
on 1 1/20/98 by Willie at Bell that this problem was 
corrected. This order then had to wait for LNF’. On 
2 / 9 B  Krista (Provisioning) informed me that Bell had 
not received the Yellow Page Heading. She refaxed it 
& w e  are waiting to see if Bell will FOC 2/18/99. 
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UNE Conversions 

'ro Flooring Supplies 
3LT99LNP072 I 
ZXSBQLSS 

Charleston 

JCA dbaNational Men's Health Clinic 

DLT99LNP0678 
CxB78N06 

DD2-11-99 
DUE TO PF. RESOLVED 2-01-99. CLEC SAID 
END USER NOT READY WHILE SETTING W 
CUT CHANGED TO 3-03-99 (CUSTOMER) 

COMPLETE 3-03-99 

OSPE 
Reintjes of the Southpf 
DLT99LNP0683 
NO BELL ID 

CXF52VX3 SCSO61652 CACSZL2LQ7 
DD 2-12-99 

CLEC DID NOT HAVE SCHEDULED PER WFA 
LOG 2-12-99. 

CHANDED DD TO 3-3 1-99 

NO ENTRlED ABOUT CALLING CLEC PRIOR 
TO DUE DATE. 

CLEC 
Palmeno Tile Center - Location 1 
DLT99LNPO709 
CXG3N5C8 

DD2-24-99 
CHANGED BY CLED ro 3-25-99 

ireenville, SC 
cold from Columbia) 

:olumbia, SC 

:olumbia, SC 

ESPONSE 
:odd not locate the PON 

JNE - Not installed )et - 4 lines 
3ell notified Provisioning on 2/10/99 that the? would 
bot meet date of 211 1/99. They have given us 2/16/99. 

ESPONSE 
:ut on 3-01-99 at 4:OOpm. Date sei at 3-01 -99. No log 
)r remarks in SOCS. I Notice an app dale in SOCS of 
2-10-99, with due date of 2-16-99 (4 workdays). Does 
iot allow time to perfom most needed activities. Due 
iate changed w,ithout log stating why. SO image not in 
WFA. 

LINE CUI including 4 lines. Originally asked for dd 
IR7 at 4:30pm est. Bell couldn't meet this date and 
gave us new dd of 211 1 at 4:30pm est. Customer could 
not meet this date and we are trying to reschedule now. 

RESPONSE 
Order aoolication date is 1-29-99. which is after 
originikquested date of 1-27-99. Resolved the PF 
issue and design out by 2-01-99. When sening up the 
cut time, the CLEC responded that the end user would 
not he ready. Will ask for a new due date. Changed to 
3-03-99 

UNE cut including 5 lines. We had requested dd U1 a 
600pm est. Bell sent back to us 3 times for yellow 
page header corrections. Still not corrected. 

RESPONSE 
Not sure about the Yellow page issue, the service orde 
has application date of 2-03-99 and due date 2-12-99. 
Order went PF on 2-03-99 and cleared 2-04-99. The 
WFA log sfated the customer not ready on 2-12-99. 
Not any activity on FCD or PTD, but 2-1 1-99 UNE 
en te r  verifies DT good. Set upappointments on 2-12 
99 bawecn 9:OOam and 1I:OOam for 6pm on 2-12-99. 
No log about calling CLEC until 6Wpm on due date. 
CLEC said not due today. Posted WOI jeopardy and 
due date changed lo  3-31-99. 

UNE cut including 7 lines. We asked for 28 5:Wpm 
est. Bell sent back for yellow page header corrections 
New date is 2/24 at 5:OOpm est. 

RESPONSE 
Information about Yellow Page corrections not 
available. The UNE set up appointments and called th 
CLEC to arrange the 2-24-99 cut, but found out the du 
date has been changed to 3-25-99 by the CLEC? No 
reason given. 
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UNE Conversions 

Dozier Big & Tall - Location 2 
DLT99LNP0713 
CX5V4GR6 

DD 2-16-99 SL (SUBSCRIBER LATER) 
CHANGED TO 3-04-99 

COMPLETE 3-04-99 

CLEC 

RMH dba Rice Music House 
DLT99LNP0716 

NO BELL ID 

DLT99LNFW7 IO 
CXDV09HO 

I DD2-04-99 
COMPLETE 2-04-99 THIS MAY BE IN THE 
TIME FRAME FOR 6 LINES TO CUT 

co 

Dozier Big & Tall loc. I 
DLT99LNW714 
CX'ICVNKI 

Dozier Big & Tall Loc 1 
DLT99LNP0714 

I CX7CVNK1 
DD2-08-99 
COMPLETE 2-08-99 

I UNE 

'olumbia, SC 

olumbia, SC 

:olumbia, SC 

:olumbia, SC 

Zolumbia, SC 

NE cut including 2 lines. We asked for 219 8:30am 
it. Bell wouldn't accept order because customer had 
back up line he wanted to keep as RB. Back up lines 
.e not considered a class of service. Customer had to 
mveri to a IFB. New date 2/23 8:30am est. 

ESPONSE 
'he due date was set for 2-16-99 originally and set up 
11 cut by the W E ,  but when contacted the CLEC for 
onfirmation the response was to reschedule. The due 
ate now is 3-04-99. No reason given. 

ME cut including 4 lines. We asked for 2/10 7:30am 
st. Bell sent back to us for yellow page header 
orrections. Still not corrected yet. 

ESPONSE 
:odd not locate the PON 
JNE cut including 6 lines. We had asked for 2/4 at 
12:Oo noon est. We had a bell problem with the cut 
)ecause at 12:OO the bell tech had to go to lunch so we 
Nere delayed for 45 min. Once he returned, the cut 
vent smoothly and without any problem. Took 2 hours 

ESPONSE 
: e n d  Office tech staned the cut in office at 1240pm 
md fmished their o m  at 1 :mom. March ran at 1:36arn r~~~ ~~~~~~ 

md the D order $d at 1 :48<m. 'Total of 6 lines. 
LME cut including 3 lines. We asked for 2/8 @ 8:30 
:st. For the first two houn Bell CO tech said that thes 
had the lines cut over to ITCD, but we showed no 
M t c  and still ID the lines with bell. Finally, the CO 
tech realized that the lines had not yet been "hard 
wired" in their CO and was the reason why the loops 
were not cut over yet. The completion was 3 houn for 
3 UNE lines, which also included testing of the lines. 

RESPONSE 
SEE BELOW 

UNE The cut of 3 lines now on 2/12 the customer has 
called in very upset. They have no dial tone on main 
number. They can not receive calls. We call the 
number and reachedlhe voice mail immediately. n e  
roll over line docs the same thing. 

RESPONSE 
The UNE WFA log states the cut staned as planned. 
The log sates stan at 8:OOam, cut by 8:07am. Verifiec 
by 8:40am. Complete in March and SOCS by 8:45am 
These logs have an mtq time between 4 2 0  and 
4:25pm. Reflecting the earlier times. No trouble 
reports or additional logs to document trouble. No 
information on the 2-12-99 issue. 

8 
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UNE Conversions 

NF - lnctall date of 1/19/99 3 lines . .- ~~~ ~ 

emark reflected different numbers than what was on 
e CSR therefore, the wrong action was transposed on 
e Number Portability Sheet. Rescheduled for 2/4/99, 
he changes were made on the Number Portability 
heel and a new order was sent lo Bell. The night of 
le cut Bell was using old information so the cut had to 
e called off again. Rescheduled for 2/9!99. After the 
ut the hunt sequence quit working and so the customer 
ecided to go hack to Bell. 

ESPONSE 
)rder received in WFA 2-10-99. No prior information 
vailable to review above situation. The cut/ order ha( 
,ue date of 2-22-99. Log shows worked on due date. 
ME-Install date of 1/21/99 
lescheduled for 1/28/99 because Bell had not 
:ompleted engineering. Rescheduled for 1/29/99 
fecause there was one bad line. Bell repaired the line 
luring the night and we were able to cut it on 1/29/99. 

ZESPONSE 
jet up for a 5:OOpm cut on 1-28-99. Ticket handed ofl 
o the CO for the cut. Outside tech had to do part of 
h e  cut. As progressed, a line did not work. No one 
mswered in the CO. Call to WMC and others did not 
gn help. Had to cut back. Rescheduled for 2-01-99 
and completed. 

LINE - Install date of 2/9/99 
This cut was scheduled for 2/9/99, on 2/8/99 Bell 
notified Provisioning that these lines were not 
engineered and the cut would have to be postponed. At 
5 5 1  PM Bell notified Provisioning that they had got 
the lines engineered and the cut could take place as 
scheduled. The following morning at 9:OO AM Bell 
was notified to cancel the order per customer. At 10:30 
AM the SC reported that all lines were down. Bell said 
that someone in that office had stated running 
translations on three lines. At 11  :30 AM Bell had the 
problem fixed. The customer decided to cancel this cut 
bccaux the previous cuts a1 other locations had taken 
entirely 100 long and he could not afford for this 
location to be down that long. MI. Wocd (customer) 
has confirmed that he is in the process of taking legal 
action against Bell for loss of service on 2/9/99. 

RESPONSE 
Order late due to problem at AFIG. The LCSC did not 
add the reuse information per AFIG. Once this was 
resolved, the LMU ='as not in FACS database. Must 
have make up if designed. Escalated 10 SAC to gel 
LMU. CLEC advised to cancel order 269-99. 
Lost service. UNE checked and states March has order 
still pending, CO did not disconnect per tech in the 
ofticc. RCMAG advised order partially workcd in 
mor.  Restoring now ( I  I :23am on 2-09-99). 

14 lines 

co Equipment 
<T99UNEO lO2N 
,F2WBL4 

3 2-22-99 APP 2-10-99 

IMPLETE 2-22-99 

nchor Mortgage 
LT99LJNE0002N 
1 I C4L56 

ID 1-21-99 CHANGED TO 1-28-99, DUE TO 
ROBLEMS WITH THE CFA ASSIGNMENTS 
IN SEVERAL ITEMS. NOT RESOLVED BY 
CSC UNTIL AFTER 1-21-99 
.OST TECH IN CO. 
:OMPLETE 2-01-99. 

:0 

:ussell Petroleum Location #IO 

1D2-09-99 
:OMPLETE 2-09-99 
WIG HAS PROBLEMS WITH LMU 
.ATE WORD 
,CSC REUSE ISSUES? 

\FIG 
X P E  
Lcsc 

mgomery 

lontgomery 

dontgomery 

9 
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onh Alabama Bone 8; Joint 
mLT98RTC1859N 
lOVL420 

HIS ORDER IS FOR THE ACAC GEN 
'ARRIER. NOT RELATED TO A CUT. 
*]STALLS ANON CHANNELIZED T-l DLT TO 
'HE CUSTOMER PREMISE. 

rennessee Valley Rehab 
lLT99UNEOOl 8N 
318COwNO 

>D 1-28-99 
30MPLETE 2-04-99 
>ELAYEDDUE TO AFIG, CPG COULD NOT 
DESIGN UNTIL ASSIGNED. 
LCSC UPDATED SO FOR INTERCEPT 

LCSC 

Rock of Faith 
DLTWUNE0056N 
C13DlQL3 

DD 2-1 1-99 
COMPLETE 2-1 7-99 
CPG MISSED RID 

CPG 

Larkin Industries 
DLT99LNP0658 
ClSGCPWl 

ORIGINAL DD 1-28-99 

CHANGED TO 2-02-99 

COMPANY MISS DUE TO ASSIGNMENTS 
WRONG. 

AFIG 
co 

orence, AL 

'lorence, AL 

:lorence, AL 

'clham 

io 

nity Plus - Install date of 1/7/99 
his cut was scheduled for 1/7/99 but was canceled 
:cause the vendor had soflware problems. When the 
C called the customer to let them know what was 
3ppening she received a busy signal. She tried several 
lher numbers and discovered that they were also busy. 
he called Provisioning to tell them to cancel the cut 
ut that also she was receiving busy signals when 
ying to call the customer. Provisioning then called 
,ell to see if anything had been run and they were told 
o and instructed to have the customer call Bell with a 
:port the trouble. We called Bell for the customer and 
lell informed us that the lines had been disconnected 
nd they could not open a ticket. Provisioning called 
bell and found out that the disconnects had been run 
arly. This all happened around 230 and 3:OO PM. At 
,145 Bell fixed the problem. The cut actually occumd 
In 1/28/99. The only problem at this point was the 
ntcrcept recording was wrong. Bell was notified and 
hey had the correct intercept recording put on the nexi 
lay. 

<ESPONSE . ~ ~ ~ 

:AN NOT LOCATE A CUT OF SERVICE ORDER 
JNE - Install date of 1/27/99 6 lines 
.nstall went very well but the intercept recording was 
urong. Our paperwork was correcl, Bell added the 
wrong intercept 

RESPONSE 
LCSC made update on order to correct intercept type. 

UNE - Install date of 2/11/99 2 lines 
This CUI was canceled and rexheduled for 2/17/99. 
Bell was having engineering problems. 

RESPONSE 
CPG did not meet RID. Escalated IO CPG by UNE 
center. Received design on due date. 

UNE - Install date of lnSl99 12 lines 
This cut was rescheduled for the 2" but per Bell the 
lines were not engineered right. The night of the cut th 
Bell tech was sent home and Bell had to call in anothe 
tech to do the job. This caused our techs to be on site 
until 9:00 PM. The ncxt day, 2/3/99, the customer lost 
dial tone. A ticket was opened on the T-I. It was 
determined that Bell did not have the T-l properly 
documented and did not show it as a pduction T-1 s( 
it was not rcwgnized in their trouble system. Once thi 
was discovered service was restored. The customer 
could then make outbound calls but could not hear a 
ring from inbound. A ticket was opened on the UNE 
lines. Problem was isolated to a Bell channel bank. 
This EustorncT has gone back to Bell as of 2/11/99. 



ITC*DeltaCom/BellSouth 
UNE Conversions 

dependent Auto Dealers Association 
LT99LNP0664S 

0 BELL ID 

lBN6207 ALS825284 CAC SGS3XF2 

‘D 1-26-99 

‘OMPLETE 1-26-99 

CSC PROBLEM PER LOGS WITH REUSE ON 
I b E R  CLEC DID NOT HAVE DIAL TONE 
N T I L  DUE DATE (PREVIOUS TESTS HAD ~~~~ ~~ 

mT SOME LINES AND WRONG ANAC ON 
)THERS). NO TROUBLE REPORT M LOG 
JNTIL 2-05-99, TICKET K1001915. CLOSED 
’0 IEC. 

:LEC 

ingel Distributing 
)LT98LNP0590 
31M36283 

2olgan Dimibuton Inc 
3LT98TRCI 818N 
S58GBH82 

3UE DATE 11-25-99 

ZOMF’LETE 12-03-99 

iirmingham 

Birmingham 

Baton Rouge 

rsPONSE 
issed original due date due to no engineering from 
PG, had incorrect assignments. Due date changed to 
,02-99. On cut night the CO tech had to leave. Call 
11 to get another tech. Finished cut at 8:OOpm. 
rouble report on circuit closed as NTF. CLEC said 
ell put a loop up for about I hour and customer down 
ir the hour. 

NE - Install date of 1/26/99 5 lines 
he morning after the cut the customer called in lo  
:port that all lines were down except one. A trouble 
cket was opened with Bell. The problem \vas in Bell’s 
hannel bank in their CO. On 2/4/99 the customer 
alled in again stating that all lines were down except 
ne. This problem was the same as the first time. Bell 
ad sewices restored within an hour. 

ESPONSE 
hder had a problem causing a delay assignment. 
deeded to add reuse fid per WFA log, resulting from 
n ESC to AFIG. Issue was resolved on PTD. PTD + 
ester in UNE center logs “NDT at SMAS”. Refs to 
:O to check next day (DD). Make appointments to cu 
>n due date at 5:OOpm. Office checked and remarked 
‘IDT on item I ,  Item 2 & 3 ANAC to wrong number. 
JNE advised CLEC (CHAD) a I:M)pm. CLEC called 
yack at 3:45pm advised had translations problem. OK 
low, cut at 5:M)pm. CLEC accepts after testing at 
5:47pm. 
No information avail until a trouble repon on 2-05-99 
1215hrs. Closed to IEC code 19 on 2-09-99 at 1410 
hrs. Log shows circuits were up and down during this 
period. Changed a channel unit but log docs not 
confirm this is the cause. Kept open ticket until 2-09- 
99. 

UNE - Install date of 1/6/99 7 lines 
This cut was originally scheduled for the 6*,but had to 
be postponed because Bell said the lines were not 
engineered right. This was rescheduled for 1/20/99. 
The cut went well but the next day around 900 AM 
they went down. This customer was down for 2 days. 
The problem was in the Bell RiverCharlestone CO. On 
1/29/99 this customer on= again went down. This too, 
was a Bell CO problem. This customer has gone back 
to Bell as of 211 1/99. 

RESPONSE 
Could not locate the PON. 

56K - FOC date of 11/23/98 
This order was sent to Bell on 11/19/98. On that same 
day Dana from Bell called to say that the order was in 
pcnding facilities status. On 11/23/98 an FOC was 
received and then on the same day a DLR was 
received. There was an error in the “specials” section 
of the order. This was corrected and sent back. On 
13/30/98 the order was put back in pending facilities 
staNs. On 12/22/98 Adam Battles called to check on 

11 



ITC"DeltaCom/BellSouth 

~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ 

:ut was FOC for 115 at 7am. At 6pm on 1/4 
[he UNE group was double checking the order 
4nd was informed by Bell there was a facilities 
?roblem, and could not CUT. 

ESPONSE 
Could not locate the PON. 

RESPONSE 
CLEC did not have dial tone available until 5pm day 
before cut. Also trouble with wiring in an intermediate 
CO with tandem units in back to back carriers. Items 
12-19 did not uass DT. Problem resolved. and date 

UNE Conversions 
ISS CODE FIO 

Bell informed us m 2:OO PM there was a facilities 
problem and could not cut, tried to escalate hut 
Still a no go. 

RESPONSE 
SEE S A M E  BELOW 

This is a UNE with 19 lines. FOC for 1/19/99 at 7am, 
Bell informed us 
At 3pm when we called to check the order 
That there were facilities problems, did not cut 
And still has not cut as of yet. 

RESPONSE 
UNE center late to start verifying work, reuse 
assignments, design, making appointments. There is 

SPE 

ihe order and Bell said that it had just dropped out of 
PF status on the 17' and they uere dispatching a tech 
out. 12/30/98 called Bell for status and no one had 
been dispatch yet. 1/4/99 called Bell for status and no 
one had been dispatch yet. 1/12/99 called Bell for 
status and per Bell this order has been put back into PF 
status. 1/20/99 called Bell for status. The order is out of 
PF status and tech will be dispatched. 2/2/99 called 
Bell because we were unable to Iwp up aNIU but was 
able to get a OCU. We were unable to get dispatch 
back out. 2/2/99 switch talked to Bell (Lloyd Mize) and 
was told that this order was going back to PF StaNS. 

)r. Rivers 
)LT98UNE0578 
X4V6RC4 

)D12-29-99 
:ANCELLED 12-24-99 

'anon General ConIracling 
lLT98LNPO628 
XDP6224 

DD1-05-99 
ZOMPLETE 1-13-99 

CLEC DID NOT H A M  DIAL TONE TILL DAY 
BEFORE CUT, NOW DISCOVER TROUBLE 
WITH TANDEM CHANNEL UNITS WITH 
WIRING, TESTING, OPTIONS IN CO. 

CLEC 
co 
hime Rate 
DLT98RTCI 944N 
CX9W IT43 

DD 12-31-98 
COMPLETE 1-06-99 
SEE BELOW, S A M E  ORDER 

Panon General Contracting Greenville 
DLT98LNP0627 
NWMNM448 

DD 1-12-99 
RRESCHEDULED 1-22-99 
CHANGED TO 2-16-99 

COMPLETE 2-1 6-99 

:harkston 

2olumbia 

Florence, SC 

Grecnville 

12 

ESPONSE 
eed to review this order. 1 show order complete and 
lmed up to Adam at 256-24 1-4400. 

:ut was FOC for 1/28/99. This was a Cancelled 
ccount. 
)n 12/28 the customer lost sen,ice - called bell and 
ell told customer he was a ITC"Deltacom customer 
ot bell. We lost this customer because of this. 
lell cut a day early with out notice. 

ESPONSE 
hder cancelled 5 days before due date. No log info 
 hut out of service. The disconnect is out of svstem. 
IO record for troubles without customer TN 
h r  is UNE with 18 lines 

changed to 1-i3-99. Complete 
Unity - 1" anempt the Cut was FOC for 111 1/99 at 
5:30 PM. 



ITC’”DeltaCom/BellSouth 

lorence, SC 

:harkston 

Montgomery 

‘ROUBLE IN W E ,  CPG,I&M 
:HARGED MISS TO FIO THE INITIAL 
EOPARDY. BUT LOOKS LIKE CLEARED ON 
-04-99. 

out. The1 & M forces do not have the SLC plugs to 
perform cut. Put off the cut. Decided all designs 
incorrecL put in FAB requests to correct design. Cut 
moved until 2-16-99. After cut a couple lines have the 
TN’s jumbled, the IR goes to site and rearranges to 
clear problem. Not sure is should be cleared at site, but 
I cannot get the order image at this time to verify. 
NOTE the OSPE decided to use side porl SLC. 

This is a Unity 2”O anempt. FOC for 2/2/99 a1 5pm. 
Bell called Dee at Ipm and informed us cut will 
Be canceled due to a contract issue, we have this 
recorded on voice mail. 
Then Bell told Prime Rate that they did not stop the 
CUL that we had. 

RESPONSE 
No indication of above comments. Did have troubles 
on circuit Changed muldem slots and found options sel 
incorrect forthis type circuit. Problems fixed and 
turned up to the CLEC. 
This is a UNE with 4 lines. FOC for 2/10/99 a1 7am. 
At the time of cut bell informed us that they had a 
facilities issue and could not cut. 

RESPONSE 
Problem with design on items 2-4. Item 1 OK. Looks 
like the WORD did not provide the bunk conditioning 
necessary. UNE center will need to insure CPG issues 
correct design for TC codes. Date changed to 3-10-99 
The DACS (DCD) will not test without correct TC 
codes for the circuit under test. 
UNE, Cut was moved from 2/12 to 2/23 at cusforner 
request. Received FOC for u 2 3 .  Bell ran the cut on 
2/12. 

UNE Conversions 
difficulties between the CLEC and the CO / LINE 
about why the switch equipment has permanent lock 

>NE 
3PG 
&M 
’rime Rate 
3LT98RTC I944N 
3X9WIT43 

3D 12-31-98 

COMPLETE 1-06-99 

PROBLEMS WITH MULDEM ASSIGNMENT 
AND WITH OPTIONS. CORRECTED AND 
TURNED UP CIRCUIT. 

All Aboard Travel 
DLT99LNW689 
CX604HN6 

DD2-10-99 
COMPLETE 2-22-99 

CPG WORD PROBLEM. UNE AND CO NEEDS 
TO CHECK 

CPG 
Climate Control Equipment 
DLT99UNE0046N’ 
DlMR4308 

RESPONSE 
Could not locate the PON. 

13 



07/28/99 

CUSTOMER NAME 

Piedmont Plastics 

Gold Imaging 

Franklin American Mortgage 

Redemption Outreach Center 

Bell Problems 

CITY 

Greenville 

Charlotte 

Greenville 

Greenville 

CONF IDENTlAL 
DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 

Jnity - Date of install 6/28 
2ay of install Bell informed ITCD that the order 
was still in pending facilities. 
Bell ID # 30/HCGS/404958/SB 
UNE - Install date of 619 
On 6/9 Bell said one line was in Permanent Lock 
Out. The cut was rescheduled for 6/15 and the 
same thing happened. Bell said one line was 
PLO. On 6/25 PLO is fixed and the order was 
rescheduled for 6/28. On 6/28 Bell said that 
ITCD did not respond to a MA letter sent on 6/10 
so Provisioning called Bell to let them know we 
were not going to SUP the order because the PLO 
was Bell's fault. Bell had already purged the 
order from their system and the cut is rescheduled 
for 711. 
Bell ID # 22.LYFU.403156..SB 
UNE - Install date of 6/28 
There were no real troubles with this cut but it 
tool quite a while (4 hours) to get the numbers 
nnrtpa 

13 lines 

10 lines 

Bell ID # 30.LYFU.500277..SB 
UNE - Install date of 6 lines 
Bell had engineering problem and the cut was 
rescheduled for 6/28. On 6/28 Bell had still not 
done anything and the order still had engineering 
problems. This cut is rescheduled for 6/30. 
Bell ID # 30.LYFU.401344..SC 

Exhibit TAH-3 



07/28/99 

+----- Sonoco + PNK Investments 

Redemption Outreach Center I 

Bell Problems 

CITY 

Macon 

Florence 

Orlando 

Greenville 

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 

15 lines UNE - Install date of 7/13 
This order will have to be rescheduled because 
the order is in pending facilities per Bell. Bell did 
not have the lines engineered for the cut. 
Bell ID # 46.LYFU.600077..SB 
UNE - Install date of 7/13 5 lines 
Tbis cut is rescheduled for 7/15 because Bell did 
not have the engineering of the lines complete. 
Bell ID # A4.L-?FU.658749..SC 
Intralata Frame Resale - Install date of 717 
The cut was attempted by the vendor but the 
vendor stated that nothing was showing up at the 
smart jack. Bell said that they had tested to the 
smart jack but would dispatch a tech out to test at 
the RJ48. 
Bell ID # NY6V5KMO 
***UPDATE*** 
UNE - Install date of 6/14 
This order had to be rescheduled several times. 
6/14 -Pending Facilities 
6/23 -Engineering Problems 
6/28 -Permanent Lockout on lines 
6/30 -Engineering Problems 
7/9 - Bell backed up and couldn’t work order 
7/13 - Bell did not have tech available to work 
cut. 
No reschedule date as of yet. 
Bell ID # 30.LYFU.401344..SC 

6 lines 



07/28/99 

JNE - Install date of 6/30/99 
llis cut will have to be rescheduled because Bell 
lent in order wrong to the UNE Center. Also Bell 
stated that the order should be pushed because 
Huntsville was going LNP the next day. 

4 Lines 

Simco Financial 

John T Davis Oil # 235 

Computer Support Systems Inc 

Childcare Network # 97 k------ 
Commercial Plastics 

Monique WalkerIState Farm 

Bell Problems 

CITY 

Huntsville 

Huntsville 

Anniston 

Anniston 

Florence 

Charlotte 

Charlotte 

Macon 

DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM 

Lain BTN # 256-837-1161 & 4808. No ID # 
NE - Install date of 6/4/99 5 Lines 
his was rescheduled for 6/18 because the 
ustomers fax line went down several days before 
le cut and ITCD requested that this problem be 
xed before doing the cut over. After canceling 
le cut the customer called in to say that Bell was 
n site to do their cut over. After getting ITCD 
itall tech and Bell on line, Bell took care of it. 
le11 said that the canceling of the order did not 
each that group in time to cancel. 
lell ID # A4.LYFU.658443..SC 
Jnity T-1 Install date of 613 
%is cut was rescheduled for 6/4/99 because Bell 
lad trouble porting the numbers. The numbers 
vere to be ported at 5:OO PM and they f d y  
iorted at 1O:OO PM. The next morning customers 
tying to call Heil were getting busy signals 
)ecause Bell did not put the correct number of 
) a b  on the lines. Bell corrected the problem. 
tell ID # A3.HCGS.569523..SC 
JNE - Install date of 619 2 Lines 
I’his cut was delayed 1 hour and 15 minutes 
iecause Bell forwarded the customer’s main line 
:o the wrong number. Bell corrected this problen 
%t 11:15 AM. 
Bell ID # A3.LYFU.570113..SC 
UNE - Install date of 6/29 10 Lines 
This cut was canceled because one of the 
customer’s l i e s  was down. Thii was not 
corrected in time for the cut and now the order 
will have to be rekeyed as LNF’. 
Main BTN is 256-3554973 & 5574 No Bell ID. 
UNE -Install date of 6/7 
This cut was delayed because Bell had 2 lines in 
permanent lockout. David Webb in the Install 
group caught this early enough for the cut to be 
completed as scheduled. 
Bell ID # 22.LYFU.403104.SB 
UNE - Install date of 6/14 
This cut did not go because Bell had engineering 
problems 4 different times. 
Bell ID # 34.LYFU.401118..SB 
UNE - Install date of 717 
This cut did not go because Bell did not have the 
circuit engineered yet. No reschedule date as of 
yet. 
Bell ID # 46.LYFU.600075..SB I 

4 Lines 

13 Lines 

2 Lines 



07/28/99 Bell Problems 

- 
Bradshaw, Gordon & Clinkscales Greenville UNE - Install date of 6/30 11 Lines 

This cut lasted 4 !4 hours because Bell had 
trouble with one lie being open. Bell corrected 
the problem. 
Bell ID # 30.LYFU.401326..SB I 




